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Abstract

The present chapter covers the designing, development, properties and applications of carbon nanotube-loaded polymer composites. The first section will provide a brief overview of carbon nanotubes (CNTs), their synthesis, properties and functionalization routes. The second section will shed light on the CNT/polymer composites, their types, synthesis routes and characterization. The last section will illustrate the various applications of CNT/polymer composites; important properties, parameters and performance indices backed by comprehensive literature account of the same. The chapter concludes with the current challenges and future aspects.
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1. Introduction

Since their discovery in 1991 by Prof. Iijima [1], carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have been a subject of global research focus, owing to their remarkable properties and related fascinating applications [2–14]. It is worth mentioning here that except in few cases, CNTs cannot be used in its bulk form (i.e. powder, aligned stacks, films/papers, etc.) due to the poor translation of outstanding inherent properties of individual CNTs into its macroscopic forms. Therefore, the most applications of CNTs involve their strategic combination with other materials in the form of alloys, blends, composites or hybrid materials [15–23]. In particular, idea of incorporating CNTs as filler inside various polymer-based matrices (e.g. conventional polymers such as thermoplastics, thermostets or elastomers as well as conjugated polymers) to form CNTs/polymer nanocomposites [13, 14] has revolutionized the materials science and technology. This
facilitates the synergistic combination of flexibility, low density and facile processing of conventional polymers with outstanding mechanical, thermal and electrical properties of CNTs, or even introduction of additional electrical/thermal/electromagnetic attributes, thereby extending their field of applicability. In this context, attempts have also been made to form CNTs-filled conjugated polymer (CP) composites, to club the specialties of CNTs with good electroactivity, interesting doping-dependent properties and solution processability of CPs. Therefore, inspired by their scientific and technological potential, over two decades, a lot of research work has been done on CNTs/polymer nanocomposite [19–21, 24–28] and the area is still growing stronger.

2. Carbon nanotubes

2.1. Structure of carbon nanotubes

The electronic configuration of carbon atom is \(1s^2\) \(2s^2\) \(2p^2\) indicating that it has two strongly bound electrons in the 1s orbital and four relatively weakly bound electrons in 2s and 2p orbitals known as valence electrons. The small energy difference between 2s and 2p levels allows the carbon atom to exist in several hybridization states; sp, sp\(^2\) and sp\(^3\) in different materials (Figure 1).

![Figure 1. Schematic diagrams of diamond, graphite, fullerene single-wall carbon nanotube (SWCNT) and multi-wall carbon nanotube (MWCNT).](image)

The hybridization flexibility enables the atomic orbitals of carbon to arrange themselves in structures of different dimensionalities ranging from diamond (3D), graphite (2D), carbon nanotubes (1D) and fullerene (0D). CNTs are hollow cylinders of graphene with extraordinary electronic and mechanical properties. They exist in two varieties viz. CNTs composed of a single graphene sheet called single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) and an array of coaxial nanotubes known as multiwall carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) [29, 30].
In the honeycomb lattice (Figure 2), the vector $C_h$ is called chiral vector, while $T$ is called the translational vector. The rectangle generated by the chiral vector $C_h$ and the translational vector $T$ is the unit cell of the SWCNT in real space. The chiral angle is defined as the angle between the chiral vector $C_h$ and the unit vector $a_1$. The chiral vector can be expressed in terms of the unit vectors $a_1$ and $a_2$ by means of integers $(n, m)$ (which are called chiral indices):

$$C_h = n a_1 + m a_2$$

The wrapping of graphene sheet is governed by the different orientations of the chiral vector leading to the different CNT geometries. When the chiral indices are equal $(n = m)$, the SWCNT is called armchair, and the chiral angle is $30^\circ$. If one of the chiral index is zero $(n, 0)$ or $(0, m)$, the SWCNT is named zig-zag, and in this case, the chiral angle is $0^\circ$ (achiral nanotubes). In the other cases $(n \neq m)$, the nanotube is called chiral and its chiral angle is $0^\circ < \theta < 30^\circ$.

![Figure 2. Chiral vector $C_h$ and chiral angle $\theta$ definition for a nanotube on graphene sheet. $a_1$ and $a_2$ are the unit cell vectors of the two-dimensional hexagonal graphene sheet.](image)

The expressions for the main parameters of a tube as a function of the chiral indices $(n, m)$ are 29, 30:

- Nanotube diameter $D = a \sqrt{(n^2 + m^2 + nm)}$

  with, $a = a_{C-C} \sqrt{3} = 1.44 \, \text{Å}$

- Chiral angle $\theta$, $\cos \theta = \frac{(2n + m)}{2\sqrt{(n^2 + m^2 + nm)}}$
In addition to above structural details, important physical attributes of CNTs that decide their properties are described below:

2.1.1. Length, diameter and aspect ratio

The actual length of CNTs is expected to influence their physical status as well as acquired configuration inside polymer matrix. In general, long-length CNTs show a flexible fibre-like character with tube buckling and entangled configuration. Therefore, its processing inside polymer matrix is a bit difficult in terms of de-entanglements. The long length ensures lower electrical percolation threshold, good mechanical properties due to the large-distance stress transfer and crack propagation prevention ability. In contrast, the short-length CNTs display rod-like character, provide more stiffness (compared to long-length CNTs of similar loading) to composite, and has relatively large percolation threshold, inferior stress transfer, poor crack countering property, low tensile/flexural strength and elongation of composites. However, it can be easily aligned and tends to show better interfacial polarization. Like the length of CNTs, diameters also affect the properties, for example SWCNTs, large diameter offers large interfacial surface area per unit length but less stiffness. Similarly, for MWCNTs, large diameter means more number of cylindrical graphitic tubular shells (i.e. thick walls), which tends to improve inherent mechanical properties of tubes, its stiffness, electrical properties and ability to undergo functionalization without much harm in tube’s properties. Another important parameter is aspect ratio (i.e. length/diameter ratio), which affects the properties via interplay of length and diameter. However, it could be bit elusive and care has to be taken while talking about aspect ratio because a short-length and small-diameter CNT can have same aspect ratio as a long-length and large-diameter CNT, but their properties and translated effect on composites may be altogether different. Nevertheless, CNTs are widely used as very small, high aspect ratio conductive additives for plastics of all types. The high aspect ratio (up 1000 or more) gives CNTs an edge over other conductive fillers (e.g. carbon black, chopped carbon fibre, carbon nanofibres, stainless steel fibres or whiskers) as a lower loading of CNTs is needed to achieve the same electrical conductivity. This low loading preserves polymer resin’s toughness, especially at low temperatures and maintains other key properties of the matrix resin.

2.1.2. Defects

A perfect single-wall CNT is only a theoretical construction and even perfect hexagonal sp² structure possesses different types of defects. Generally, a defective site has a high reactivity meaning that at those points, the chemical reactions are favoured. A simple example of a defect is the presence of non-hexagonal-shaped carbon rings such as a pentagon and heptagon pair (also known as Stone/Wales defect or 5/7 defect) [31–34]. They are localized mainly at tube ends and near tube bending locations. A Stone/Wales defect has very significant role to play in the modification of density of states of nanotubes which has implications for possible nanodevice applications [35–39]. Defects are very important because they can modify the electronic properties of the nanotubes thereby influencing their applications. The distribution of the 5/7 defects in the capping of the CNTs can induce the presence of new localized states
in the valence and/or the conduction band, and so to modify the field emission properties [40, 41]. The introduction of a 5/7 defect in the hexagonal structure can induce a local deformation of the diameter of the tube, a change of the chirality or the formation of a CNT intramolecular junction. The defects can also be present along the sidewall, and after acid treatment, it is possible to open nanotube ends and attach chemical functional groups facilitating the interaction of CNTs with other moieties. In addition to being important for the potential applications of nanotubes, defects also play a key role in the functionalization process.

2.2. Synthesis methods of carbon nanotubes

2.2.1. Arc discharge method

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of Arc-discharge setup.

The carbon arc-discharge method was first brought to light by Krätschmer et al. [42] who utilized it to achieve the production of fullerenes in macroscopic quantities. As mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, Iijima discovered the catalyst-free formation of multiwall carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs), while investigating the other carbon nanostructures formed along with the fullerenes and more particularly, the solid carbon deposit forming onto the cathode. Figure 3 shows the schematic diagram of the arc-discharge method. This method creates CNTs through arc-induced vapourization of two carbon rods placed end to end, separated by approximately 1 mm, in an enclosure usually filled with inert gas (argon or helium) at low pressure. A direct current of 50–100 A, driven by a potential difference of approximately 20 V, creates a high-temperature discharge between the two electrodes, vapourizes the surface of one of the carbon electrodes, and forms a small rod-shaped deposit on the other electrode. This technique produces a complex mixture of components including non-tubular forms of the carbon such as nanoparticles, fullerene-like structures including C_{60}, multiwall shells, amorphous carbon, etc. [43–45]. Therefore, this requires further purification to separate the CNTs from the soot and the residual catalytic metals present in the crude
product. In this technique, the high yield production of CNTs depends on the uniformity of the plasma arc, and the temperature of the deposit forming on the carbon electrode.

2.2.2. Laser ablation method

![Figure 4. Schematic diagram of laser ablation setup.](image)

The laser ablation technique was used successfully to synthesize fullerene for the first time in 1985 by Kroto et al. [46]. However, the synthesis of carbon nanotubes by this technique could be possible only 10 years later in 1995 by Guo et al. [47].

Figure 4 shows the schematic diagram of laser ablation method. Samples are prepared by laser vapourization of graphite rods with a 50:50 catalyst mixture of cobalt and nickel at 1200°C in flowing argon, followed by heat treatment in a vacuum at 1000°C to remove the C60 and other fullerenes. The target is vapourized more uniformly by a second laser pulse. The use of two successive laser pulses minimizes the amount of carbon deposited as soot. The second laser pulse breaks up the larger particles ablated by the first one and feeds them into the growing nanotube structure.

The material produced by this method appears as a ‘mat’ of ropes, 10–20 nm in diameter and up to 100 μm or more in length. Each rope primarily consists of a bundle of SWCNTs, aligned along a common axis. It is possible to vary the average nanotube diameter and size distribution by varying the growth temperature, the catalyst composition and other process parameters.
Both these solid carbon source-based synthesis methods have some drawbacks. One issue is the scaling up of the process to the industrial level. Secondly, the synthesized CNTs have impurities of metal catalyst particles and unwanted carbon forms such as fullerenes, amorphous carbon, multiwall shells, single-wall nanocapsule and need further purification.

2.2.3. Chemical vapour deposition method

Chemical vapour deposition (CVD) of gaseous carbon source (hydrocarbons, CO) over a metal catalyst is a classical method that has been used to produce various carbon materials such as carbon fibres and filaments for a long time [48]. However, CVD technique was first reported to produce MWCNTs by Endo and his research group [49]. Three years later, Dai in Smalley’s group successfully adapted CO-based CVD to produce SWCNTs [50].

Figure 5 shows the schematic diagram of CVD method. In this technique, a carbon source is taken in the gas phase and an energy source such as plasma or a resistively heated coil is employed to transfer energy to a gaseous carbon molecule. The CVD technique uses hydrocarbons such as methane, carbon monoxide or acetylene as carbon source. During CVD, a substrate covered with metal catalysts (such as nickel, cobalt, iron or their combination) is heated to approximately 700°C. The growth starts after two gases are passed through the chamber, that is hydrocarbon gas and the other a carrier gas such as nitrogen, hydrogen or argon. The advantages of the CVD process are low power input, low-temperature range, relatively high purity and most importantly, the possibility to scale up the process. This technique can produce both MWCNTs and SWCNTs depending on the temperature, wherein production of SWCNTs occurs at a higher temperature than MWCNTs.
2.3. Properties of carbon nanotubes

2.3.1. Electrical properties

Depending on their chirality and diameter, CNTs can be either metallic or semiconducting in their electrical behaviour [20, 27, 51, 52]. In terms of the chiral index, a CNT will be metallic if \(|n - m| = 3q\) otherwise, it will be semiconducting [53]. Theoretically, metallic nanotubes can carry an electric current density of \(4 \times 10^9\) A/cm\(^2\), which is more than 1000 times greater than those of metals such as copper [3]. Because of its nanoscale cross-section, electrons propagate only along the tube axis. As a result, carbon nanotubes are frequently referred to as one dimensional conductor. The maximum electrical conductance of a single-wall carbon nanotube is \(2G_0\) where \(G_0 = 2e^2/h\) is the conductance of a single ballistic quantum channel [54].

2.3.2. Thermal properties

All nanotubes are expected to be very good thermal conductors along the tube axis, exhibiting a property known as ballistic conduction, but good insulators laterally to the tube axis [55–58]. A SWCNT has been shown to have a thermal conductivity along its axis of about 3500 Wm\(^{-1}\)K\(^{-1}\) at room temperature [59]. This value is almost 10 times higher than that of copper, a metal well known for its good thermal conductivity which is 385 Wm\(^{-1}\)K\(^{-1}\). A SWCNT has a room-temperature thermal conductivity in the radial direction of about 1.52 W/m/K which matches very well with the thermal conductivity of soil. The temperature stability of CNTs is estimated to be up to 2800°C in vacuum and about 750°C in air [20].

2.3.3. Mechanical properties

CNTs are the strongest and the stiffest materials yet discovered in terms of tensile strength and elastic modulus, respectively [20, 27, 60–62]. This strength is a direct consequence of covalent sp\(^2\) bonds formed between the individual carbon atoms. It has been shown that CNTs are very strong in the axial direction. Young’s modulus of the order of 270–950 GPa and tensile strength of 11–63 GPa were obtained [63].

On the other hand, there was evidence that in the radial direction, they are rather soft. The first transmission electron microscope observation of radial elasticity suggested that even the van der Waals forces can deform two adjacent nanotubes [64]. Later, nanoindentations with atomic force microscope were performed by several groups to quantitatively measure radial elasticity of MWCNTs [65, 66] and tapping/contact mode atomic force microscopy was also performed on SWCNTs [65]. The results show that MWCNTs are radially deformable to a large extent notwithstanding their axial rigidness and strength under tensile load.

2.3.4. Magnetic properties

Although pure CNTs are non-magnetic in nature, but the most synthesized CNTs (both SWCNTs and MWCNTs) are known to possess magnetic properties that can be attributed to the presence of entrapped catalyst nanoparticles in their inner cavity. Such catalytic particles are formed either in situ during the growth of CNTs (e.g. from ferrocene during MWCNTs
synthesis by CVD) or from previously added metallic catalyst particles (e.g. from Fe-, Co- or Ni-filled electrodes during MWCNTs/SWCNTs synthesis via arc discharge). In general, SWCNTs tend to have very high amount of catalytic residues and possess stronger magnetic character than MWCNTs. As the magnetism is due to the metallic impurities, CNTs tend to lose magnetic character upon treatment under harsh conditions, for example acidic treatment such as functionalization [27, 67] or high-temperature annealing [68].

Nevertheless, the CNTs display ferromagnetic behaviour (Figure 6a) marked by the presence of hysteresis loop (i.e. nonzero corecivity and retentivity values) [69]. The ferromagnetic nature of CNTs is also supported by the electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectra (Figure 6b), showing the presence of a high density of delocalized $\pi$ electrons corresponding to $g$ values of 2.1365 and 2.2132 for the first and second peaks, respectively. The obtained $g$ values are very near to the characteristic $g$ values of ferromagnetic materials. It is suggested that presence of iron catalyst inside CNTs may be helpful in their magnetic manipulation, for example for magnetic alignment of CNTs in composites [20, 70] or for targeted drug delivery [69]. Further, the magnetic properties also contribute towards electromagnetic energy absorption and play a role in improving its contribution towards total microwave shielding effectiveness [21, 71].

2.3.5. Surface properties/wettability characteristics

The pure CNTs are made up of graphitic cylindrical walls made up of carbon atoms. Therefore, being of non-polar in nature, the surfaces of CNTs (especially MWCNTs) are highly hydrophobic in nature with good affinity towards non-polar materials such as hydrocarbons, paraffins, oils or organic solvents. As CNTs also display relatively high-specific surface area, when 3D shape architectured, due to the inherent hydrophobicity they can be useful for water purification applications, for example for separation of non-polar pollutants such as oils, solvents or even organic dyes.

Owing to their chemical inertness, CNTs are difficult to disperse in water and in organic media, and they pose high resistance to wetting. Historically, unlike fullerenes, their chemistry was...
considered very poor for a long time. Difficulties also arise in making composites of such inert nanotubes with other materials which is important for many device applications. A suitable functionalization of the nanotubes (i.e. the attachment of ‘chemical functionalities’) represents a strategy for overcoming these barriers and has thus become an attractive field for synthetic chemists and materials scientists.

3. Functionalization of carbon nanotubes

Functionalization enhances the solubility and processibility, and allows combining the unique properties of nanotubes with those of other materials [20, 26, 27, 72]. It also improves the interaction of the nanotube with other entities, such as a solvent, polymer and other organic molecules and also with other nanotubes. A functionalized nanotube displays different mechanical and electrical properties as compared to pristine nanotube and thus may be utilized for several applications.

Figure 7. Different possibilities of the functionalization of SWCNTs (a) Sidewall functionalization. (b) Defect-group functionalization. (c) Non-covalent exohedral functionalization with molecules through π-stacking. (d) Non-covalent exohedral functionalization with polymers. (e) Endohedral functionalization, in this case C60@SWCNT. Reproduced from [73] with permission from Springer-Verlag Berlin.

The process of functionalization can conveniently be divided into three major types depending upon the chemistry involved (Figure 7) [73].

3.1. Covalent functionalization

Covalent functionalization utilizes the covalent linkage of functional entities onto the nanotube’s carbon scaffold. Depending upon the site of interaction, it can be of two types—covalent sidewall functionalization and defect functionalization. Direct covalent sidewall functionalization involves a change of hybridization from sp² to sp³ and the loss of conjugation. Defect
functionalization is based on the transformations of defect sites already present. Defect sites can be the open ends and holes in the sidewalls, terminated, for example by functional groups and Stone/Wales defects (5–7 defects) in hexagonal graphene framework. In addition to these, oxidative purification generated oxygenated sites are also considered as defects. SWCNTs demonstrate low dispersability, and they occur in the form of bundles. This situation warrants the use of a highly reactive reagent for the covalent bond formation at the sidewalls. It is not possible to tell beforehand that whether these addition reactions are more likely to take place at defect sites or intact hexagonal regions of sidewall. Several covalent routes have been taken for covalent functionalization such as oxidative purification [74, 75], amidation [76], esterification [77], thiolation [78], halogenation [79–81], hydrogenation [82], cycloadditions [81, 83–87], electrochemical functionalization [88, 89].

3.2. Non-covalent functionalization

Covalent functionalization suffers from the drawback of damaging the structure of CNTs. Therefore, with a view to retain the structural integrity and π network of CNTs, non-covalent functionalization is particularly attractive. The adsorption forces, such as van der Waals’ and π-stacking interactions, are responsible for the non-covalent interaction between surface active reagents and CNTs. Broadly, surfactants and polymers are utilized for this non-destructive functionalization of CNTs. Surface active molecules such as sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS) or benzylalkonium chloride have been successfully used for the formation of non-covalent aggregates [90–92]. On the other side, polymer wrapping around CNTs can be accomplished through the use of polymers such as poly (m-phenylene-co-2, 5-dioctoxy-p-phenylenevinylene) (PmPV, 2) in organic solvents such as chloroform. The stable solution of the SWNT/PmPV complex exhibits conductivity eight-times higher than that of PmPV, without any compromise on its optical properties. The polar side-chain polymers such as polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) or polystyrenesulfonate (PSS) give stable solutions of the SWNT/polymer complexes in water [93].

The covalent and non-covalent functionalizations are essentially exohedral derivatizations.

3.3. Endohedral functionalization

The hollow inner cavity of SWCNTs serves as a capillary for the storage of nanoparticles and fullerenes, etc. The rich endohedral chemistry of SWCNTs is amply illustrated by the incorporation of fullerenes and metallofullerenes in their cavity [94, 95].

4. CNTs-based polymer composites

The spectacular properties of CNTs such as their high strength and stiffness make them ideal candidates for structural applications. At present, polymer nanocomposite is one of the biggest application areas for CNTs. The extraordinary properties of CNTs coupled with easily tailorable characteristics of polymers give rise to truly versatile CNT-polymer nanocomposites [20, 21, 26, 27, 96–106]. The emergence of CNTs as filler materials has contributed in the
realization of CNT-polymer nanocomposites as next generation advanced structural material. Keeping in view, the ubiquitous need for the creation of materials with tailored properties for various applications, it is hardly an exaggeration to call the present age as the ‘age of composites’.

By definition, a composite is a multiphase material formed from a combination of materials which differ in composition or form, retain their own chemical and physical properties, and maintain an interface between components which act in concert to provide improved specific or synergistic characteristics not obtainable by any of the original components acting alone [20, 107, 108]. Any composite is composed of two categories of materials: the reinforcement or filler and the matrix. The reinforcements contribute useful properties (mechanical, electrical, thermal, optical, etc.) to enhance the matrix properties. In the past decades, we have reached the technological design limits of optimizing composites with traditional micro-meter scale fillers/reinforcements. The limitations of traditional micrometer-scale polymer composites have prompted a considerable research effort to focus on polymer nanocomposites. This new hopes-laden advancement over the traditional polymer composites is characterized by the presence of at least one phase which is less than 100 nm in at least one dimension. Historically, nanocomposites are not entirely new as some nanocomposites such as carbon black and fumed silica-filled polymers [109, 110] have been used a long time ago. However, the discovery of CNTs added an additional impetus in the polymer nanocomposite research promising hitherto unknown potential for various applications. Table 1 shows a comparison between various fibre reinforcements and carbon nanotubes in terms of various parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fibre</th>
<th>Diameter (μm)</th>
<th>Density (g/cm³)</th>
<th>Tensile strength (GPa)</th>
<th>Modulus (GPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carbon</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>2.4–3.1</td>
<td>120–170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-glass</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>3.4–4.6</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aramid</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>70–170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boron</td>
<td>100–140</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quartz</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SiC fibres</td>
<td>10–20</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SiC whiskers</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon NTs</td>
<td>0.001–0.1</td>
<td>~1.33</td>
<td>Up to ~50</td>
<td>Up to ~1000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Credit: Fisher/ Northwestern University.

Table 1. Comparison and contrast of advanced fibre reinforcements vs. carbon nanotubes in terms of diameter, density, tensile strength and modulus.

4.1. Nanocomposite fabrication methods

A variety of synthesis techniques are in practice for incorporation of CNTs into various polymeric host matrices [14, 20, 21, 26, 27, 97, 108, 111–114]. The main motive is to deagglomerate the CNTs and realize their uniform dispersion inside polymer matrix. Currently, there
is no single technique which is universally applicable to all the situations. Depending upon the thermal or chemical properties of matrix polymer, ease of its synthesis from suitable monomer, desired performance indices of composites and cost constraints, with some trade-off in properties, one can choose the suitable processing method for a particular case. This section briefly describes the important processing techniques for synthesis of CNT-based polymer nanocomposites.

4.1.1. Solution processing

The solution processing is the most common technique to form CNT-based polymer nano-composites which exploits intensive agitation (e.g. refluxing, mechanical/magnetic stirring, vigorous shaking, high shear homogenization, bath/probe sonication) aided rigorous and thorough mixing of CNTs with polymer in a solvent, so as to facilitate nanotube de-bundling and their dispersion inside host polymer matrix [20, 21, 27, 108, 114]. It is important to note that this technique is limited to the polymers which are soluble in solvent(s).

Figure 8. Schematic representation of solution processing method.

Typical process involves dispersion of nanotubes in a suitable solvent and mixing with the polymer solution (Figure 8), followed by film casting and solvent evaporation leaving behind nanocomposite film/sheet. The choice of solvent is mainly governed by solubility of matrix polymer. Further, the solvent for CNTs and polymer dispersion may be same or different, but should be of good miscibility to realize intimate mixing between phases. In many cases, CNTs are not separately dispersed rather they are directly added to polymer solution followed by intensive mixing before film casting. The major shortcoming associated with the usage of high-power ultrasonication or shear mixing for a long time is that it can lead to the shortening of tube lengths, thereby deteriorating the composite properties. Plenty of literature [14, 21, 97, 106, 114–119] is available on the formation of CNT-based nanocomposites by this method using both organic as well as aqueous media and variety of polymer matrices [14, 21, 120–123]. To enable better dispersion and to solve the problem of tube shortening upon high-power agitation, some efforts have been made to use surfactants for tube dispersion or to use physically/chemically functionalized CNTs [120, 124, 125]. However, the use of surfactant carries the unavoidable limitation of retaining surfactant in the nanocomposites which hinders the thermal/electrical transport properties of nanocomposites [120]. In contrast, the functionalized CNTs often provide positive results in terms of CNTs deagglomeration, dispersion and their improved interfacial adhesion with matrix polymer, which gets reflected in terms of
superior electrical, thermal, mechanical and dielectric properties of resultant nanocomposites
[14, 27, 106, 114]. The boiling point of dispersion medium or solvent(s) is found to have a profound impact on the properties of formed nanocomposites [14, 27, 114, 121]. In general, low-boiling point (i.e. fast evaporating or drying) solvents are preferred, due to their ease of removal from the solution-casted nanocomposites mass. In contrast, high-boiling point solvents are difficult to be removed and tend to get trapped in the solidifying/curing mass. Such a trapped solvent may interfere with the curing reaction (in thermosets) or can act as softener (in thermoplastics), thereby adversely affecting electrical, thermal or mechanical properties. In addition, efforts to remove the solvent and to prevent evaporation generated voids formation add towards complexity and cost in terms of requirement of systems for controlled heating, vacuum/pressure [14]. Another, limitation encountered quite often with solution processing is that the slow evaporation of solvent provides sufficient time for CNTs re-agglomeration and differential settling, resulting in inhomogenous CNTs dispersion in matrix (e.g. CNTs content lowest at the casted film/sheet’s surface, shows a uniform/random gradient across thickness and maximum at both surfaces due to the extensive tube settling) and observation of non-uniform and inferior properties. The solvent evaporation rate-related limitations can be resolved by gently pouring CNT/polymer nanocomposite dispersion on a rotating substrate (spin coating) [122] or over a heated substrate (drop-casting) [126]. However, use of spin coating is limited only to thin films (few nanometres thick) which cannot be peeled off from the substrate, whereas drop casting has issues in terms of uniform drying across thickness and high possibility of void formation. Another versatile method exploits coagulation [114, 123, 127] of CNT/polymer dispersion by pouring into an excess of non-solvent, thereby achieving rapid precipitation of polymer chains which immediately entrap CNTs (without providing sufficient time for CNTs diffusion and settling). Nevertheless, solution processing is still widely used and is one of the important steps in the processing of thermosetting matrices-based nanocomposites.

4.1.2. Melt processing

The melt processing is considered as viable option for making thermoplastic matrices-based CNT/polymer composites due to its low cost and amenability towards large scale synthesis for industrial applications. Here, elevated temperatures are exploited to melt the receptor thermoplastic matrix polymers, which form a viscous liquid and made to flow [21, 26, 108, 114, 128]. The molten polymer flow induces high shear forces which assist in partial de-agglomeration of CNTs bundles and their dispersion inside matrix. The melt mixing can be carried out in batch or continuous operation using high shear mixer (e.g. Sigma mixer) and extruder, respectively. Sigma mixer is often used to prepare highly concentrated nanocomposites called masterbatches, which may be used to synthesize desired CNTs-loading composites by their mixing with proportionate amount of neat matrix polymer using extruder. An extruder may consist of single or twin screws with twin screw version being more effective in terms of mixing uniformity and properties. A typical twin screw extruder (Figure 9) consists of two co- or counter-rotating screws inside barrel housing. The polymer granules are caught by the rotating screws and pushed forward; they become melted inside heated melting (feed) zone due to the externally provided heat and shearing of the material between screw and barrel. The CNTs
are loaded into the extruder via separate hopper, such that melt-phase mixing takes place due to the combination of shearing and kneading action, and by the time molten-mixture reaches the homogenization zone, it has already achieved significant degree of mixing. Finally, mixture passes to die before coming out as semisolid strands, which may be cooled (via air drying or by passing through water bath) and chopped into granules for further use, for example for compression moulding. The extruded output may also be diverted to injection moulding machine to form desired shape samples.

**Figure 9.** Schematic representation of twin screw extruder for melt phase mixing of CNTs with thermoplastic matrices. Reprinted from [108] with permission from Wiley. (b) Twin screw extruder with melt recirculation provision. Reprinted from [129] with permission from Elsevier.

In the past, melt mixing/blending is successfully exploited for dispersion of CNTs inside various thermoplastic matrices, for example polystyrene [130], polypropylene [130, 131] and acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene (ABS) [22, 130], polyamide-6 [22], polyethylene [132]. Although melt-mixing technique is simple but the issues of high shear force and elevated temperature need to be properly addressed in order to avoid the deterioration of nanocomposites. While high shear force facilitates CNT dispersion, it can also lead to the undesirable CNT fragmentation or even polymer chain scission. Therefore, the shear force needs to be optimized to achieve desired dispersion without compromising the structural integrity of CNTs. Similar situation prevails with high temperature which promotes CNTs dispersion but can degrade the intrinsic properties of polymer making the need of optimizing the temperature indispensable. Further, it is found that melt-mixing technique is not much effective in breaking of agglomeration of CNTs compared to solution processing [131, 133]. Besides, the melt-mixing fails to realize dispersion of high loading (>5 wt%, which are required for thermal/electrical/electromagnetic applications) inside polymeric matrices, due to the viscosity buildup and screw rpm/reside time limitations [129]. Recently, the above issues are resolved by using a twin screw extruded equipped with melt recirculation provision (Figure 9b) [128, 129], such that upto 10 wt% CNTs can be loaded inside polypropylene copolymer (PPCP) matrix without any deleterious effect on mechanical properties.
4.1.3. In situ polymerization

In situ polymerization [14, 21, 108] remains the only viable option for the preparation of composites based on insoluble or thermally unstable matrix polymers, which cannot be processed by solution or melt processing routes. However, many a times, it is used in other cases too (where above limitations are not applicable), due to the distinguished advantages of in situ polymerization in terms of ability to allow formation of high CNTs-loading nanocomposites, facilitating good CNTs dispersion within polymer matrix and ensuring excellent intimacy between CNTs and matrix polymers.

![Figure 10. Schematic representation of in situ polymerization process.](image)

This strategy involves dispersion of CNTs in monomer (Figure 10) followed by in situ polymerization leading to the formation of CNT/polymer nanocomposites. Exploitation of functionalized CNTs or use of monomer-grafted CNTs are known to improve the initial dispersion of the nanotubes in the monomer and consequently in the formed nanocomposites. This results in a stronger and more active interface between nanotube and polymer which is pivotal to the nanocomposite performance for structural, electronic, electromagnetic or electrochemical applications. This method has been used to synthesize CNTs-filled composites with various polymers, for example thermoplastics, thermosets or conjugated polymers-based matrices [14, 21, 26, 27, 111, 112]. In addition to composite formation, in situ polymerization is also used for physical functionalization of CNTs (via surface polymer wrapping), for their onward use as hybrid filler for nanocomposites.

4.1.4. Miscellaneous routes

In addition to aforementioned methods, some other less popular methods are also available for CNT-polymer nanocomposites preparation, for example wet spinning [134], batch mixing inside banbury mixer [129], twin screw pulverization [135], electrophoretic deposition [136] and latex processing [137], twin screw extrusion complemented by melt-recirculation provision [129]. The issue of the synthesis of CNT-based polymer nanocomposites is still an open arena as no single technique is entirely satisfactory on all grounds. Therefore, some efforts have also been made to use combination of techniques, for example solution processing with melt mixing [133]; in situ polymerization with solvent processing [23]; or in situ polymerization with melt processing [114].
5. Properties of CNT/polymer nanocomposites

With the advent of CNTs on technological landscape, there are now myriad possibilities for tailoring the properties of CNT/polymer nanocomposites. The electrical, thermal, dielectric, rheological and mechanical properties of CNTs filled nanocomposites are significantly enhanced compared to neat polymers. However, the issue of property enhancement is a challenging one as the improvement in one property might come at the cost of other. A number of factors such as the nature of matrix polymer, aspect ratio or actual length/diameter of CNTs, its pretreatment (e.g. covalent functionalization, surface coating of polymer or surfactant), loading level, exploited processing technique and the presence of tertiary phase (e.g. compatibilizer) are known to exert decisive influence on the properties of formed nanocomposites. The next section briefly describes the important properties of CNT/polymer nanocomposites.

5.1. Electrical properties

The very high intrinsic conductivity and low aspect ratio (length/diameter ratio) of CNTs compared to other carbon-based fillers (e.g. carbon black, graphite, carbon fibre), inspired researchers to synthesize CNTs filled electrically conducting nanocomposites. The incorporation of CNTs leads to onset of electrical conductivity within otherwise insulating matrix. This can be attributed to formation of 3D electrically conductive networks within host thermoset matrix so that electrons can easily hop/tunnel between dispersed filler particles [23]. The minimum filler loading where first continuous network of filler particles were formed within matrix polymer is known as percolation threshold. At this point, electrical conductivity of composites displays a sharp rise, that is several orders of magnitude (Figure 11a).

Figure 11. (a) Schematic representation of difference between percolation behaviour of CNTs compared to carbon black. (b) Electrical conductivity of SWNT/polycarbonate nanocomposites as a function of nanotube loading, showing a typical percolation behaviour. Dashed lines represent the lower limits of electrical conductivity required for the specified applications. Reproduced from [138] with permission from AIP. (c) Variation of conductivity ($\sigma_{dc}$) of PANI-MWCNT nanofiller-loaded polystyrene solution blends. Inset shows the percolation and scaling details. Reproduced from [23] with permission from Elsevier (d) Plot of electrical conductivity ($\sigma$) versus MWCNT (vol%) for PPCP/MWCNTs composites. Inset shows the log-log plot of $r$ as a function of ($\nu_c$). Reproduced from [129] with permission from Elsevier.
Depending upon the level of achieved electrical conductivity, these conductive nanocomposites may have a multitude of applications (Figure 11b) including electromagnetic interference (EMI) shielding, transparent conductive coating, electrostatic painting and electrostatic dissipation [138, 139]. Especially, electrically conductive CNT-polymer composites are used in anti-static packaging applications, as well as in specialized components in the electronics, automotive and aerospace sectors.

The critical conducting filler loading (i.e. percolation threshold) for a given matrix-filler combination can be calculated by plotting the electrical conductivity as a function of the reduced volume fraction of filler (Figure 11c) and performing data fitting with a power law function [23]:

\[ \sigma = \sigma_0 \left(v - v_c\right)^t \]  

(1)

where \( \sigma \) is the electrical conductivity of the composite, \( \sigma_0 \) is characteristic conductivity, \( v \) is the volume fraction of filler, \( v_c \) is volume fraction at the percolation threshold, and \( t \) is the critical exponent. The \( \log(\sigma) \) versus \( \log(v - v_c) \) plot (inset, Figure 11c) gives a straight line according to Eq. 10. In practical situations, where the densities of polymer matrix and filled inclusion are same (e.g. for organic fillers like ICPs, CNTs or graphene), the mass fraction, \( p \), and volume fraction (\( v \)) of the filler can be assumed same. The percolation threshold can also be determined by plotting the \( \log(\sigma) \) versus \( \log(v) \) plot and finding the point of intersection of lines (Figure 11d) corresponding to different (\( \beta \)) values.

The CNT/polymer composites show very low percolation threshold for electrical conductivity [14, 27, 114]. For SWCNT/polymer composites, the percolation thresholds ranging from 0.005 vol% to several vol% have been reported [140]. On the other hand, in case of MWCNT/polymer composites percolation threshold up to 0.002 vol% has been reported [141]. It is found that compared to common conductive fillers, for example metallic or graphitic particles in any shape (spherical, platelet-like or fibrous) and size, CNTs display much lower percolation threshold (Figure 11). This can be ascribed to combination of their high inherent conductivity and very high aspect ratio.

It is found that the percolation threshold in CNT/polymer nanocomposites depends on several parameters viz. dispersion [14, 20, 27, 114, 124], alignment [14, 21, 106, 123, 129, 133, 142], aspect ratio [140, 143]. Higher aspect ratio is obtained for well-dispersed nanotubes relative to nanotube bundles making percolation threshold decrease with better dispersion. Bryning et al. [140] reported a smaller percolation threshold with the higher aspect ratio nanotubes for SWCNT/epoxy composites. The percolation threshold is also significantly affected by alignment of the nanotubes in the polymer matrix. In the alignment condition, there are fewer contacts between the tubes which results in a reduced electrical conductivity and a higher percolation threshold as compared to random orientation of nanotubes. It is a common notion that chemical functionalization reduces the electrical conductivity of nanotubes through disruption of the extended \( \pi \)-conjugation of nanotubes. However, it is also reported that functionalization can improve the electrical properties of the composites [144–147]. Valentini
et al. [146] concluded that the amine-functionalized SWCNT in epoxy matrix allows migration of intrinsic charges raising the conductivity of the composite. Similar result is also obtained by Tamburri et al. [147] for the functionalization of SWCNT with hydroxyl and carboxylic groups in 1,8-diaminophthalene. Therefore, it is established that negative effects of functionalization for SWCNTs conductivity are often counterbalanced by the improved dispersion caused by functionalization, with overall effect leading to positive outcome.

5.2. Thermal properties

Due to the excellent thermal conductivity of CNTs, some efforts have been made to incorporate them into various polymer matrices to improve thermal conductivity of formed composites [148–153]. It is found that, besides CNTs content, the thermal conductivity of CNT/polymer nanocomposites also depends on state of their dispersion and alignment as well as aspect ratio and the presence of metal impurities. Biercuk et al. [150] synthesized an epoxy composite with 1 wt% raw laser-oven SWCNTs that showed a 125% increase in thermal conductivity at room temperature. Choi et al. [154] reported a 300% increase in thermal conductivity at room temperature with 3 wt% SWCNTs in epoxy. They also obtained an additional 10% increment in case of magnetic alignment. Du et al. [155] reported an infiltration method with an epoxy and a nanotube-rich phase showing a 220% increase in thermal conductivity at 2.3 wt% SWCNTs loading. Among various CNTs variants (SWCNTs, MWCNTs, DWCNTs) in epoxy composites, the MWCNTs are found to most significantly improve the thermal conductivity of polymer composites. This is due to their relatively low interfacial area (therefore, less phonon scattering at the interface) and the existence of shielded internal layers which promote the conduction of phonons and minimizes the matrix coupling losses [149]. Besides, thermal conductivity improvement, CNTs are also known to improve the thermal stability of the polymer composites. This may be attributed to better heat dissipation characteristics. Nevertheless, these good thermal conductivity nanocomposites are considered very promising candidates for a number of applications such as thermal interface materials, heat sinks, printed circuit boards, connectors and other high-performance thermal management systems.

5.3. Mechanical properties

The outstanding intrinsic mechanical properties of CNTs (including ultra-high-specific strength and modulus) make them especially lucrative as fillers in CNT-polymer nanocomposite materials. Due to these properties, only they were talked about as filler material for composite cables for NASA’s fascinating project of space elevator [156]. Therefore, several efforts have been made in the past, to translate the fraction of exceptional mechanical properties of CNTs into formed nanocomposites.

In general, the tensile modulus and strength of CNT-polymer nanocomposites increase with nanotube loading (Figure 12a–c), dispersion, and alignment in the polymer matrix [14, 20, 21, 27, 114, 128, 129] However, unlike modulus (Figure 12c), the tensile strength (Figure 12b) does not follow a monotonic increase [14, 20] with CNTs loading, due to CNTs re-aggrega-
tion, viscosity buildup issues, incomplete CNTs wetting by polymer and their poor dispersion. Therefore, optimum CNTs loading and means to overcome above negative factors are keys towards realizing composites with good mechanical properties. It is observed that the theoretical predictions of mechanical properties and experimental findings often differ due to the number of issues including the presence of voids, lack of perfect orientation, poor filler dispersion and insufficient load transfer due to the lack of interfacial adhesion. Moreover, nanotube agglomeration decreases the modulus of the nanotubes compared to that of isolated nanotubes because the nanotubes involve only weak dispersive forces between them. According to the molecular simulation studies and elasticity calculations done by Liao et al. [160], when the atomic bonding between the nanotubes and the matrix is not present, there are basically two sources of nanotube/matrix adhesion (i) electrostatic and van der Waals interactions and (ii) stress/deformation resulting from the difference in the coefficients of thermal expansion between the filler and matrix. The functional groups on the nanotube sidewalls are known to improve the compatibility with the polymer matrix. This facilitates interfacial load transfer via CNT/polymer bonding leading to improved mechanical proper-

Figure 12. (a) Stress–strain profiles of SWNT-nylon-6 composite fibres at different SWCNT loadings. Reproduced from [157] with permission from ACS. (b) Tensile strength and (c) tensile modulus of epoxy nanocomposites containing various % loadings of pure CNTs (p-CNT) and amino functionalized (CNT-NH₂). Reproduced from [158] with permission from ACS. (d) Typical stress–strain curves for (i) electrospun pure PAN terpolymer nanofibre sheets; (ii) electrospun PAN terpolymer nanofibre sheets with 2 wt% loading of grafted MWCNTs; (iii) hot-stretched pure PAN terpolymer nanofibre sheets; (iv–vi) hot-stretched PAN terpolymer nanofibre sheets with 1, 2 and 3 wt% loadings of grafted MWCNTs, respectively. Reproduced from [159] with permission from ACS.
ties [14, 20, 158]. The stress–strain profile of these composites give a 153 and 103% increase in Young’s modulus and tensile strength, respectively (Figure 12a). The importance of CNTs alignment has also been highlighted [20, 114, 159], and it is shown that the aligned CNTs-based nanocomposites (Figure 12d) display better strength and modulus in orientation direction compared to those based on random CNTs alignment. In spite of so many pros and cons, these lightweight yet structurally strong CNTs-based nanocomposites are considered as promising material for structural applications, for example bullet proof garments or body armours, aircraft or automobile parts, industrial components.

5.4. Dielectric properties

It has been demonstrated that the incorporation of CNTs within insulating or conducting polymer matrices leads to improvement of dielectric properties [21, 23]. This can be attributed to the localization of charges at the CNTs/polymer interfaces, resulting in Maxwell–Wagner interfacial polarization. As a result, both real and imaginary permittivity of the polymer composites scales with CNTs loading (Figure 13).

![Complex permittivity spectra of the composites using “long-SWCNTs” with loading from 0.01 to 15 wt%.
Reproduced from [161] with permission from Elsevier.](image1)

The parameter $\varepsilon'$ (real permittivity) represents the charge storage (or dielectric constant), whereas $\varepsilon''$ (imaginary permittivity) is a measure of dielectric dissipation or losses. It is found that dielectric properties are dependent on the CNTs’ aspect ratio, actual length, functionalization/doping status and loading level as well as nature of polymeric matrix and employed processing technique [21, 161]. Such properties are best interpreted in terms of effective medium theory and have direct influence on electromagnetic wave-blocking characteristics of the CNTs/polymer nanocomposites.

5.5. Rheological properties

The rheological properties of CNT/polymer nanocomposites have significance for composite processing as well as a probe of the composite dynamics and microstructure. At high frequencies, the response is almost independent of the filler concentration, indicating that the short-
range polymer dynamics are not influenced by the nanotubes. The glass transition temperatures of the composites remain constant in the absence of strong interfacial bonds and for low nanotube loadings. At low frequencies, with the increase of nanotube concentration, the rheological behaviour gradually shifts from a liquid-like behaviour to a solid-like behaviour. This is in accordance with earlier findings in silicate nanocomposites [162]. Applying a power law function to the data provides a rheological percolation threshold associated with the onset of solid-like response. As observed with respect to electrical percolation, the rheological percolation also depends on aspect ratio, nanotube dispersion and alignment. In a study by Mitchell et al. [163], the effect of dispersion was demonstrated by functionalizing SWCNT such that the rheological percolation threshold decreased from 3 wt% when using pristine SWCNT to 1.5 wt% in functionalized SWCNT/polystyrene composites.

Pötschke et al. [164] also showed the temperature dependence of the rheological percolation threshold. In SWCNT/PC composite, the percolation threshold decreases from ~5 to ~0.5 wt % MWCNT when the temperature rises from 170 to 280°C. Besides, elucidating structural information, rheological properties also provide useful information about the processability of the nanocomposites.

6. Application of CNT/polymer nanocomposites

As already discussed, incorporation of CNTs inside various polymer matrices enables the formation of advanced nanocomposites with improved or even novel set of electrical, thermal, mechanical, electrochemical or electromagnetic properties. Accordingly, they are known to display a number of dependent applications, which are described in details in the following section.

6.1. Electromagnetic interference (EMI) shielding

The excellent electrical conductivity and high aspect ratio of CNTs compared to other carbon-based fillers (e.g. carbon black, graphite, carbon fibre) and their excellent corrosion resistance, low density along with ultra-high-specific strength compared to metals, inspired the designing of CNTs-based polymer composites. Both SWCNTs- and MWCNTs-based composites have been prepared by their incorporation in various polymer matrices (e.g. insulating thermoplastic or thermosetting polymers, conjugated polymers), and their EMI SE performance was measured [14, 21, 23, 97, 106, 128, 129, 165, 166]. The introduction of CNTs inside host polymeric matrices leads to improvement of electrical conductivity as well as real- and imaginary-permittivity values [14, 21]. These are direct manifestations of increase in number of conducting links and interfacial polarization phenomenon and lead to improvement in SE (Figure 14).
The SE value also depends upon the nature of polymer matrix (Figure 14a), CNT-loading level and state of CNTs de-agglomeration/dispersion. Besides, CNT aspect ratio and wall defects (Figure 14b) also play crucial role in deterring shielding performance [14, 166]. In general, composites based on higher aspect ratio CNTs tend to display higher conductivities and better real and imaginary permittivity values compared to low aspect ratio CNTs, which gets reflected in terms of better shielding performance of the former. Further, annealed CNTs (containing very low defects)-based composites display superior shielding performance compared to unannealed CNT-filled composites.

It has also been demonstrated that increased interfacial polarization and improvement of CNT dispersion via surface coating of conducting polymers [23, 106] lead to improvement of shielding response in the composites. It is suggested that CNTs networks inside composites
trigger multiple reflections (Figure 15b), which are considered beneficial for improvement of absorption and overall shielding (Figure 15a). As the high CNT loading is required (where mechanical properties often degrade due to agglomeration and inhomogeneous filler dispersion issues) for achieving high shielding performance, some efforts have also been made to prepare high CNT loading (>10 wt%) yet mechanically strong composites via melt recirculation aided extrusive mixing [128, 129]. These composites display good shielding effectiveness. Recently, it is shown that at relatively low CNTs loading (<4 wt%), high aspect ratio and long-length CNTs-based composites display better shielding performance, whereas at higher (>4 wt %) CNTs loading, low aspect ratio and low-length CNTs-based composite show superior SE, probably due to the complex interplay between, impedance matching, interfacial polarization and multiple reflection phenomenon [128].

6.2. Supercapacitor electrodes

CNTs, due to their superior electrical properties, good mechanical and thermal stability, readily accessible surface area and unique pore structure are an attractive candidate for supercapacitor electrode applications [167, 168]. The composite formation strategy, involving incorporation of CNTs into various conjugated polymers (e.g. PANI, PPy) matrix, is considered an effective solution for improving the mechanical and electrochemical properties of electrodes [102, 103, 168–171]. For example, the sulfonated multiwall carbon nanotube (MWCNTs) in the composites [102] can greatly improve the cycle stability of PANI (Figure 16, left image), only showing 5.4% loss from their initial specific capacitance even after 1000 cycles. This was attributed to the use of MWCNTs with exceptional mechanical properties as a support and the formation of the charge-transfer complex, which could reduce the cycle degradation problems of PANI caused by volume changes or mechanical problems [102, 168]. Similarly, sulfonated-MWCNT/polypyrrole nanocomposite (MWCNTs/C-SO$_3$H/PPy) [170] exhibited good rate ability, high-specific capacitance (357 F/g), and high-specific capacitance retention rate (specific capacitance loss was only 3% even after the 1000 cycles). Apart from preserving the conducting polymer active material from mechanical changes (such as shrinkage and breaking) during long cycling, CNTs also improved the charge transfer characteristics, thereby facilitating the realization of high charge/discharge rates [103, 171].

It has also been realized that due to their excellent electrical and mechanical properties and open tubular mesoporous network structure, CNTs can as act good support materials for pseudocapacitive materials like conjugated polymers [167, 168]. Zhang and co-workers [167] have reported the use of a carbon nanotube array directly connected to the current collector (Ta foil) as the support to make composite electrodes with hierarchical porous structures. The electrochemical studies have shown that these PANI/CNT composite electrode (Figure 16, right image) with nanosize hierarchical porous structure, large surface area, and superior conductivity had high-specific capacitance (1030 F/g), superior rate capability (95% capacity retention at current density of 118 A/g), and high stability (i.e. only 5.5% capacity loss after 5000 cycles) between potential window of −0.2 to +0.7 V (vs. SCE) in 1.0 M H$_2$SO$_4$ electrolyte. These results are considered as manifestations of efficient charge transport (in the composite electrode); high-specific capacity (due to the efficient utilization of electrode materials);
improved ionic conductivity; and countering of mechanical stability problems or volume changes by CNTs. Some efforts have also been made to deposit conjugated polymer over CNTs-based membranes to be directly used in supercapacitor with metal backing. For example, pulsed electrochemically deposited PPy over MWCNT membrane-based electrode [172] displayed remarkable specific capacitance of 427 F/g. Similarly, attempts have also been made to combine composite and paper electrode strategy, for example Oh et al. [173] prepared the highly porous sheets comprised of SWCNT/PPy composite by vacuum filtration of SWCNT/PPy methanol dispersions. The nanotube network provided mechanical strength and improved electrochemical performance of the nanocomposites. The highest specific capacitance of 131 F/g was obtained for nanocomposite with 1:1 SWCNT: PPy ratio.

6.3. Photovoltaics

The excellent electron transport properties of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and their larger electron affinity compared to available polymer-based light-harvesting donors prompted to use them in bulk heterojunction (BHJ)-type hybrid solar cells. Their acceptor characteristics have been demonstrated by their ability to rapidly quench (at very low CNTs loading) the photoluminescence (PL) of polymer-based donor [100, 101, 174–176] which is a direct evidence of charge transfer from polymer (donor) to CNTs (acceptor). Further, CNTs also act as good transporter for exciton dissociation generated electrons. The initial effort in the direction [39] demonstrated that incorporation of 1% SWCNTs inside poly(3-octylthiophene) (P3OT) donor lead to efficient exciton dissociation and improved open-circuit voltage \(V_{OC}\). Another study has highlighted the influence of SWCNTs on the crystallinity enhancement and morphology improvement (continuous interpenetrating network formation) in poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT)-based solar cells [176]. It is also outlined that workfunction of P3HT-modified SWCNTs increases due to the shifting of Fermi level towards vacuum level, leading to the improvement of \(V_{OC}\). Another work [174] showed that the solar cells BHJ active layer based on semiconducting SWCNTS (s-SWCNTs)/P3HT blend (Figure 17a) form nanofilaments...
(Figure 17b) which helps in preventing bundling of s-SWCNT via formation of core shell structures (Figure 17c and inset).

Such ordered configuration containing synergistic combination of s-SWCNTs and P3HT lead to improvement of charge separation, Voc improvement (Figure 17d) and efficient carrier transport, which collectively contribute towards light-to-electricity conversion efficiency enhancement (Figure 17e). The role of CNT content has also been investigated, and it was pointed that short-circuit current (Jsc) and Voc of devices critically rely on the SWCNT loading (Figure 17e). For example, in the present system, both the Jsc and Voc display proportionate increases up to 3 wt% (Voc of 1.04 V and Jsc of 1.99 mA/cm²) CNT content and decreases afterwards. Duly supported by morphological and electrical studies that was ascribed to the formation of optimal co-continuous interpenetrating-type morphology only around 3 wt% s-SWCNT loading. Above this value, phase segregation takes place, thereby decreasing the exciton breaking and charge transport efficiencies. It has also been shown that P3HT/s-SWCNT BHJs can generate photocurrent from photons absorbed both in the P3HT and in the s-SWCNT and can achieve an IQE of 26% in the near-infrared region. Another work demonstrated that incorporation of MWCNTs into the P3HT/C60 BHJ layer increased the fill factor by 20% with a corresponding improvement of efficiency compared to the polythiophene/C60 bilayer device containing no MWCNTs [175].

6.4. Thermoelectrics

Recently, several attempts have been made to combine the excellent electrical conductivity, tunability of Seebeck coefficient, outstanding mechanical properties and good thermal stability of CNTs with the solution processability, low thermal conductivity, cost advantages and facile
and scalable synthesis of conducting polymers. In particular, nanoscale heterostructuring is considered as good approach to regulate thermopower and electrical/thermal conductivity. In early attempts, conducting polymer/CNTs nanocomposites \([105, 177, 178]\) (e.g. PANI/CNTs and PEDOT/CNTs) were synthesized by in situ polymerization (Figure 18a) to introduce heterojunctions and to see the effects of constituents on thermoelectric properties.

![Figure 18. (a) Schematic representation of the formation of CNT/conjugated polymer by in situ polymerization leading to coating of nanotubes by polymer and formation of heat/electricity flow regulating nanojunctions. (b) Electrical conductivities and thermopower (i.e. seebeck coefficient) and (c) Power factor for the CNT/PEDOT-PSS composites. Reproduced from \([179]\) with permission from ACS.](http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/62497)

The presence of the heterojunctions is expected to improve the thermoelectric transport properties, that is obstructing the heat flow and favouring the electronic conduction. Indeed, it has been observed that poly(3,4-ethylenedioxy-thiophene)-poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS)/CNTs composites display improved electrical conductivity without significantly altering or decreasing thermopower (i.e. seebeck coefficient) (Figure 18b), ultimately resulting in improved power factor (PF) (Figure 18c). This behaviour results from thermally disconnected, but electrically connected junctions in the nanotube network, which makes it feasible to tune the properties in favour of a higher thermoelectric figure of merit \([178, 180]\). Similarly, when bundle of CNTs were coated and bounded by PANI, the thermally insulating PANI interfacial layer can act as energy filters, which allow the high-energy carriers to pass and scatter the low-energy carriers, thereby increasing the Seebeck coefficient \([177]\). Furthermore, the growth of PANI over CNTs forms an ordered chain structure \([105]\) which reduced the \(\pi\) −\(\pi\) conjugation defects along the PANI backbone causing increase in carrier mobility (i.e. increased electrical conductivity). As a result, the composite possesses similar thermal conductivity as that of pure PANI (though orders of magnitude lower than pure CNTs) but significantly improved PF compared to pure PANI or CNTs (Figure 19)
Besides ordering-induced improvement in carrier mobility, such systems also show anisotropic thermoelectric properties [181] with more than a doubled improvement of power factor in the orientation direction. This provides a novel and effective way of improving the thermoelectric properties of conducting polymers.

In addition to conducting polymers, efforts have also been made to combine CNTs with conventional insulating polymers to improve thermoelectric PF. For example, in polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF)/SWCNT composite [182] thin films-based systems, due to the decrease in CNTs content (from 100 to 5 wt%), the beneficial effects of increasing Seebeck coefficient and decreasing thermal conductivity were outweighed by negative effect of decreasing electrical conductivity, resulting in an increase in a thermoelectric figure of merit (ZT). Similarly, CNT/poly(vinyl acetate) (PVAc) composites [104] show highest thermoelectric performance at 20 wt% CNTs loading, with an electrical conductivity of 48 S/cm, thermal conductivity of 0.34 W/mK and room temperature ZT value larger than $6 \times 10^{-3}$. Besides, in addition to improvement in thermoelectric properties, due to their exceptional mechanical properties CNTs are also expected to improve the mechanical properties of their composite-based thermoelectric materials (both bulk materials and thin films).

### 6.5. Water purification

In recent past, membrane-based filtration techniques have emerged as potential alternatives for waste water purification applications. Owing to their cost-effective facile synthesis, good thermal stability, high mechanical strength and biocompatibility, polymers such as polysulfone, polyamides, cellulose nitrate, polyethersulfone, membranes are the most promising/preferred. However, due to very small pore size, bacteriological contamination and pore blockings by adsorption of inorganic/organic impurities; low throughput and fouling are the common limitations of these membranes. In this context, CNTs owing to their strong antimicrobial activity, tunable surface chemistry and high mechanical strength have emerged as promising filler candidate for making composite membranes with improved antifouling characteristics and mechanical strength. Shawky et. al. [183] has synthesized a MWCNT/
polyamide nanocomposite membrane which exhibited excellent mechanical strength (Figure 20) and very good salt rejection ability with high permeability (Table 2).

The continuous network formation between structurally compact aromatic polyamide matrix and CNTs is solely responsible for high mechanical strength, good salt rejection ability though at the expense of slightly lower permeability.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MWCNTs loading (mg/g)</th>
<th>Permeability (L/m²/h bar)</th>
<th>Flux (L/m²/h)</th>
<th>Salt rejection (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.76 ± 0.08</td>
<td>32 ± 0.7</td>
<td>24 ± 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.75 ± 0.09</td>
<td>32 ± 0.4</td>
<td>28 ± 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.73 ± 0.07</td>
<td>31 ± 1.1</td>
<td>35 ± 0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.72 ± 0.10</td>
<td>30 ± 0.9</td>
<td>69 ± 0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.71 ± 0.11</td>
<td>28 ± 0.8</td>
<td>76 ± 1.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reprinted from [183] with permission from Elsevier.

However, these membranes suffer from fouling tendency as the incorporation of hydrophobic CNTs in polyamide membranes leads to facile irreversible adsorption of organic/inorganic/biological impurities. It is shown that the fouling problems can be circumvented by altering the surface morphology of the membrane. Since CNTs can be easily transformed from
hydrophobic to hydrophilic by acid treatment; therefore, incorporation of CNTs functionalized with hydrophilic/amphiphilic groups is considered very advantageous for long-term uninterrupted performance of these membranes [184–188]. In this direction, Choi et al. [187] have fabricated a polysulfone/MWCNT hybrid membrane by phase inversion process. The surface-modified MWCNTs provide hydrophilicity and conductivity to the membrane. The authors reported that the pore size of the membrane increased with increase in CNT loading up to 1.5 wt% but further loading of CNTs increased viscosity of blend solution which led to decrease in pore size. The membrane with 4 wt% of MWCNT has pore size just smaller than pure polysulfone membranes and exhibited higher flux and good salt rejection ability. Nevertheless, the CNTs reinforced polymeric membranes are still a new concept and more efforts in the direction are necessary to further improve their performance and address the negative influence on permeability.

6.6. Gas and chemical vapour sensors

The major drawbacks such as high operating temperature, elevated costs and complex fabrication protocols associated with the conventional metal oxide-based sensors have prompted researchers to look for new avenues to come up with new materials not plagued by these shortcomings. This insatiable quest has unfolded the arena of CNTs-based polymer nanocomposites. The synergistic combination of the remarkable electrical transport and mechanical properties of CNTs and easily tailorable electroactive nature of conducting polymers has the potential to give one of the best-sensing platforms for the efficient gas/chemical vapour detection [99, 189]. Therefore, dedicated efforts have been made to combine CNTs with various conducting polymers such as polyaniline [190–192], poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)/poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT/PSS) [193], polypyrrole (PPy) [194], hexafluoroisopropanol substituted polythiophene (HFIP-PT), poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) [195], poly 3-methyl thiophene [98], to fabricate portable, more stable, highly sensitive, cost-effective and energy efficient chemiresistors especially for the detection of extremely minute quantities of environmentally hazardous analytes. In general, incorporation of CNTs tends to improve the mechanical strength, charge transport properties, porosity and specific interactions (due to high-specific surface area available for physico-chemical adsorption) with analytes (gas or chemical vapour), whereas conducting polymer contributes towards electroactivity and improved CNTs dispersion (thus better film formability compared to pristine CNTs). Therefore, the CNTs/conducting polymer nanocomposites often display improved sensitivity, response or selectivity.

The chemical functionalization of CNTs can also help to improve the affinity for one specific analyte species over another during the sensing of analyte mixture. For example, chemically polymerized 3-methylthiophene in the presence of COOH-functionalized MWCNTs, mixed with polyethylene oxide (used as a binder) deposited between two palladium electrodes was sensitive to chloromethanes (CHCl₂, CH₂Cl₂, CHCl₃, CCl₄, CH₄) with fast response times [98]. However, it was not sensitive to acetone, acetaldehyde, benzaldehyde, tetrahydrofuran, methanol, and ethanol vapours providing high selectivity. The functionalized carbon nanotubes (CNT) with acidic groups (e.g., –COOH) have capability to doped PANI and can improve
the sensing performances, for example good selectivity towards chloroform vapour over the other chlorinated methane vapour [192]. The targeted functionalization of CNTs by conducting polymer via electrochemical route is demonstrated to facilitate creation of high-density individually addressable nanosensor arrays, with improved sensitivity, detection limit and reproducibility [191].

It is also shown that oxygen plasma treatment of CNTs and their alignment in the nanocomposites film can improve the sensing performance in terms of sensitivity, selectivity, rapidity of response, good reversibility and stability [193]. Such effects are considered as manifestations of improved morphology and charge transport properties of thin film. For example, oxygen plasma functionalized and dielectrophoretically aligned CNTs-loaded PEDOT film-based sensors display (Figure 21) excellent responses for detection of 2–300 ppm NH$_3$ and 6–1000 ppb trimethylamine gases at room temperature. The presence of CNTs is conjugated polymer matrix is also known to improve sensitivity due to increase in degree of interactions during adsorption or desorption of the analyte [194]. For example, the sensitivity for NO$_2$ gas of polypyrrole—single-walled CNT nanocomposite is about ten times higher than that of pristine polypyrrole due to increase in the specific surface area by uniform polypyrrole coating on the single-wall CNTs. Nevertheless, though CNTs/polymer composites demonstrated to display improved sensing performance, the detailed sensing mechanism is still unclear, the cross-selectivity is poor and delayed recovery, stability and performance drift are the major issues to be resolved.

7. Conclusion and future directions

In conclusion, it is notable that CNTs-based polymer nanocomposites present an array of possibilities for their use in various technology developments. The electrical properties and dependent applications of CNTs-based nanocomposites (e.g. EMI shielding, antistatic) are
already satisfactory, though the scope for improvement cannot be ruled out especially in terms of cost reduction. In the context of thermal properties, CNTs-polymer nanocomposites with good thermal stability and appreciable thermal conductivity have already been exploited for heat sink and thermal-interfacing applications. However, for mechanical properties in particular, some key challenges need to be addressed and resolved so that the full potential of CNTs can be realized. Out of these challenges, the ability to acquire homogeneous dispersion of CNTs and their alignment in the polymer matrix remain major bottlenecks. The limitations faced due to this adversely affect the available filler surface area and thus the load transfer between the filler and the matrix leading to a compromise in terms of mechanical properties. With the increased understanding of functionalization chemistry in the recent years, the issue of dispersion has been partly circumvented. However, to compete with the existing carbon fibre-based nanocomposites, further efforts are needed in this direction. Novel functionalization routes are needed which enable maximum possible homogeneity in CNTs dispersion with least sacrifice on the part of mechanical properties of nanocomposites. Due to the large costs involved in the synthesis and processing of these nanocomposites, their commercial viability also needs mention in terms of key challenges. Furthermore, the high thermal conductivity of CNTs can be capitalized only when the high interfacial thermal resistance of nanotube networks can be minimized. In a nutshell, the future of CNTs-based polymer nanocomposites decisively hinges on the success achieved in the address of these key challenges.
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